FALL INTO
FASHION
As we head into autumn there’s a chill in the air.
Meet it head on with the new season of apparel and
accessories at Sands Shoppes. From the runways
of the fashion capitals to the rails of our boutiques,
you’ll find all the key trends available now.

M MISSONI

CANALI

Known for its distinctive
style and bold, fresh use of
colour, Italian fashion label
M Missoni’s Fall/Winter
2015 collection features
characteristic bursts of
bright hues in the form of
vibrant prints and patterns.
There are sheer looks too,
and stripes and a range of
non-conformist textures in
this spirited collection.

Taking inspiration from
the 1950s elegance
of Milan for its new
collection, Italian
luxury label Canali
finds form in fine
tailoring, with sleek lines
and new shapes created from
only the most exquisite fabrics.
Bursts of petrol blue and
Canali yellow, as well as the
incorporation of chic stripes,
bring the collection to life.

Shop 1220,
Shoppes at Four Seasons

Shop 2850,
Shoppes at Four Seasons

KAREN MILLEN
Karen Millen’s ready-to-wear has
always embodied confidence. The
bold, tailored dresses in bright hues,
form-fitting and beautifully crafted,
return this Autumn, with the addition
of statement knitwear and a touch
of the most up-to-date trends with
glimpses of modern bohemia and
hints of vintage.
Shop 956, Grand Canal Street, Level 3,
Shoppes at Venetian

JOAN & DAVID
Femininity and flair combine at
Joan & David this season. Known
for clothing sophisticated women, the
collection embraces classic shades of
autumn, as well as going bolder with
pinks, yellows and tangerine. Tailored
looks complement warm fabrics in
outfits that are elegant, edgy, classic
and contemporary, giving a diverse
array of choice – there’s something for
every modern woman.

CANUDILO
China’s own menswear label
Canudilo brings more fine menswear
to the fore for Fall. The latest
collection features elegant business
attire that displays an artistic spirit.
Classic designs sit beside patterned
trousers and bright jackets with
daring prints. Show off your wilder
side in style or go for an equally
sleek classic, tailored look.

Shop 947, Grand Canal Street, Level 3,
Shoppes at Venetian

Shop 504, Bridge Street, Level 3,
Shoppes at Venetian

Shop 2148, Level 2,
Shoppes at Cotai Central

Shop 2013, Level 2,
Shoppes at Cotai Central

